DOS/ISRO E-Procurement portal

Indian Vendor registration process
DOS/ISRO has deployed its e-Procurement portal for carrying out procurement activities of the department. The site is operational and is accessible at URL https://eprocure.isro.gov.in

Indian Vendors are invited to register themselves on DOS/ISRO e-Procurement portal to View/Respond to tenders of the following Centers/Units. Authorised Indian Agents of the foreign vendors can also register themselves in this portal for representing foreign vendors for responding to DOS/ISRO tenders.

1. Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre (VSSC), Thiruvananthapuram
2. ISRO Satellite Centre (ISAC), Bangalore
3. Satish Dhawan Space Centre, SHAR, Sriharikota
4. Liquid Propulsion Systems Centre (LPSC), Valiamala
5. Space Applications Centre (SAC), Ahmedabad
6. ISRO Telemetry, Tracking and Command Network (ISTRAC), Bangalore
7. INSAT Master Control Facility (MCF), Hassan
8. National Remote Sensing Centre (NRSC), Hyderabad
9. Physical Research Laboratory (PRL), Ahmedabad
10. Semi Conductor Laboratory (SCL), Chandigarh
11. ISRO Headquarters, Bangalore
12. Antrix, NE-SAC and NARL

Vendor registration can be done by any authorised person of a company, who possesses the following:

1. Digital Signature Certificate (DC) issued by a Certifying Authority in India.
2. Company email id for communication.

Registration process consists of Vendor Registration and Item Empanelment. Registration is good enough for vendors to participate in Public tenders released by any Centre/Unit. Item empanelment is required for receiving invitation for participating in Single / Limited tenders. To obtain tender enquires from a Center/Unit, Vendors have to get empanelled against pre-defined Category of Items of the respective Centre/Unit on ISRO e-Procurement portal.

Digital Signature Certificate is essential to Login to ISRO e-Procurement portal and submit bids. Vendors may get registered with a valid DC. Those who have already registered on the portal may login to the portal periodically for viewing Tenders carrying on bidding process.

Detailed instructions, pre-requisites and illustrative tutorials are already available on the portal at https://eprocure.isro.gov.in Help desk is also set-up to assist the vendors telephonically or through e-mail.